24 August 2016

Dear Parents,

As mentioned in last term’s newsletter, the Staff have been reviewing the existing Uniform Policy this has been attached over leaf. There are several items that we would like to bring to your attention in order to ensure that the uniform expectations are clear for everyone. It is important that students wear their uniform with pride and we seek your assistance in assuring that the uniform is consistently worn correctly according to the uniform policy requirements. Some items that may need further clarification are the following:

- The zip-up tracksuit jacket is to be worn as part of the sport uniform but is not part of the Formal Winter Uniform.
- The Navy Jumper or Cardigan with school logo is to be worn with the Formal Winter Uniform.
- The Navy School Raincoat is for outdoor use only and should not be worn in class.

These items can be purchased or ordered from the uniform shop. Currently the cardigan is out of stock but has been ordered. **Until stock is available the zip jacket will suffice.** Please take the time to read through the uniform policy and ensure your child/children are meeting the uniform policy requirements.

Staff will be sending emails home to parents if students are not meeting the uniform policy requirements and you will be asked to rectify the uniform as soon as the items are available for purchase in the school Uniform Shop or in the case of school and sport shoes as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely

Andrew Colley